ACROSS

1. Hyacinth in "Fantasia," e.g.
6. Barneys rival
10. Catawampus
14. Speak off the cuff
15. Engineering detail
16. Sticky problem
17. Hidden valleys
18. Supergroup that drew two members from Yes
19. Golden ___
20. Like Rodin's thinker
22. Give "Johannesburg" as the capital of South Africa, e.g.
23. Key figure in what Nixon called "the week that changed the world"
24. Many an Al Jazeera viewer
26. Happening
28. "U R always there 4 me" recipient, say
31. Item connected to an atomizer, maybe
33. Certain shade provider
36. The Cardinals, on some ESPN tickers
37. State noted for its tea and silk
39. Texas hometown of Gene Autry
40. Rathskeller sausage
41. Pierce the courage of
42. Suffix in geology class
43. One-named recurring guest on "Hollywood Squares"
44. Word with glass or lion
45. Capital of Sweden?
46. Do Lipton employees ___ coffee breaks?" (Steven Wright line)
47. Strike-zone lower boundary

DOWN

1. Fairy-tale caldron stirrers
2. Unused
3. Courtroom entry
4. One of a Columbus trio
5. Possible location of the object spelled by the circled letters
6. Organization funded by FICA
7. Church recess
8. Co-star of Benedict in "The Imitation Game"
9. Wolves (down)
10. Imperiled South American watershed
11. Possible location of the object spelled by the circled letters
12. Cookie added to a McFlurry
13. Paddington Bear's country of origin
14. Politician's stand
15. Garden-variety